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Abstract 

Complex niche determinants in terrestrial salamanders: Does hybridism or reproductive parasitism 

explain large-scale patterns of distribution?     

Peter B. Mills 

 

 I assessed how organisms having multiple biotic attributes may have conflicting niche 

determinants, and whether the realized niche reflects single or multiple attributes.  All-female 

salamanders engage in two biotic states: hybridism and reproductive parasitism.  Hybrids should occupy 

areas transitional to those used by parental species, whereas parasites that engage in competition with 

hosts should occupy habitats moderately suitable for hosts.  Using niche models, I predicted realized 

niches for unisexual Ambystoma via a hybrid model (environmental predictors) and a parasite model 

(host suitability predictors).  The hybrid model predicted that the unisexual niche would indeed be 

transitional between parental Ambystoma spp.  The parasite model demonstrated unisexual 

salamanders occupied habitats moderately suitable for hosts, though model validation did not fully 

corroborate its predictive power.  The hybrid model was more descriptive of unisexual occurrence than 

the parasite model.  When species have competing ecological roles a primary biotic attribute may 

largely derive the realized niche. 

Keywords: Ambystoma, host-parasite dynamics, intermediate niche hypothesis, limiting factor analysis, 

multidimensional niche determinants, niche modeling, niche overlap, range limits, reproductive 

parasite, unisexual 
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Chapter One: General Introduction 

 The term "niche" has been used in an ecological context for a century (Grinnell, 1917) and is 

now a central concept to the field of ecology (Giller, 1984).  Despite having undergone a radiating 

diversification of definitions since then (see Pianka, 1976), the niche was initially used to describe the 

basal distributional unit of a population, which took shape based on some suite of available resources 

necessary for that species' persistence (Grinnell, 1924; 1928).  A gradually developing "niche theory" 

(Vandermeer, 1972) identified that without any limiting factors, a species should be expected to exploit 

the entire suite of resources available to it (Hutchinson, 1957; Pianka, 1976; Alley, 1982).  Such a space 

was termed the "fundamental niche" (Hutchinson, 1957; Soberon & Arroyo-Pena, 2017), and can be 

conceptualized as maximal exploitation of all usable resources, or the largest possible distribution 

achievable by that species (e.g. de Souza et al., 2015).  However, it became evident through early 

empirical studies that two species with apparently similar niches were rarely able to coexist (e.g. Gause, 

1934), and the birth of the "principle of competitive exclusion" followed (Hardin, 1960; e.g. Downes, 

1986).  Under this principle, it is predicted that a superior competitor will emerge when the niches of 

two species overlap, and that consequence of such close overlap for the poorer competitor is either: i) 

extinction (Banks et al., 2008; Riccardi & Giussan, 2007), or ii) an evolutionary or behavioral shift out of 

its current niche ("character displacement"; Gause, 1934; Brown & Wilson, 1956).  As Hardin (1960) 

initially proposed when describing this principle, and in more plain-language: "complete competitors 

cannot coexist".   

 In addition to interspecific competition for resources, empirical evidence also demonstrates that 

predation (e.g. Tanentzap & Lloyd, 2017; Karmacharya et al., 2013) and dispersal limitations (e.g. 

Mordecai et al., 2015; Santulli et al., 2014) can impose constraints on this "fundamental niche".  The 

concept of a "realized niche" addresses these caveats, and describes the actual exploitation of usable 

resources, or the true distribution achieved by that species given these constraints (Hutchinson, 1957; 
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Vandermeer, 1972; e.g. Kuhnen et al., 2017).  Hence, these paradigms establish a useful framework for 

ecologists by dictating: 

 i)  a species' niche is driven by a suite of tolerable abiotic factors enveloping usable resources, 

 and 

 ii) this distribution may be constrained by biotic factors such as predation and competition, as 

 well as that species' inherent dispersal limitations. 

The Evolution of Niche Studies  

 Ecologists studying a species' niche are challenged to identify ecologically-relevant niche 

determinants due to cryptic aspects of natural and life histories (e.g. Fourcade et al., 2018; Baczkiewica, 

et al., 2017).  For example, the spatially varying effects of predation (e.g. Corcos et al., 2017) and 

competition (e.g. Amarasekare, 2004) can produce complex interactions between abiotic and biotic 

niche determinants.  It may also not be clear if interacting niche determinants lead to additive or 

synergistic consequences for the extent of the realized niche (see Ingram et al., 2018).  Further, even 

when relevant niche determinants are identified, it may be difficult to relate which boundaries of the 

realized niche are derived by which niche determinant(s).  Hence, two major issues emerge.  The first is 

that most ecologists' evaluations of a species' niche are based solely on easily measured abiotic factors 

(Booth et al., 2014; Bradie & Leung, 2016), which rarely encapsulate a holistic characterization of a niche 

(Fourcade et al., 2018).  The second is that it is often unclear which niche determinants, or interactions 

among them, play the most fundamental role in dictating a species' distribution (Ingram et al., 2018; 

Perez-Fernandez et al., 2015).  This latter remark is particularly important since evaluating multiple 

niche determinants discretely may lead to vastly different predictions of that species' occupiable niche 

space, underscoring an apparent paradox whereby a species' exploitation of one needed resource 

apparently clashes with its ability to exploit another needed resource.  
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 Although niche determinants have traditionally been viewed as resources (Schoener & Gorman, 

1968; MacArthur, 1970), a related framework instead views a species' biotic state as a niche 

determinant.  Broadly, an organism's "biotic state" can be considered a particular condition that has a 

direct consequence for its realized niche.  For example, the biotic state of being a predator (Milana et 

al., 2016) or prey animal (Zandona et al., 2017) can be used to characterize a niche (e.g. Lopez-Darias et 

al., 2012; L'Herault et al., 2013).  In these latter examples, environmental dynamics such as foraging 

potential (for a predator) or a landscape's potential for evasion and recruitment while under predation 

stress (for a prey animal) can be perceived as niche determinants instead of conventional perceptions of 

abiotic or biotic resources.  Further, an organism resulting from an interspecific mating event can be 

interpreted to be operating in a biotic state that is fundamentally driven by its hybrid ancestry.  In fact, 

the intermediate niche hypothesis (Anderson, 1948; Ellington & Murray, 2015; Reiseberg et al., 2003) 

considers evolutionary divergence among parental species as a niche determinant and uses a hybrid's 

genetic and morphological admixture to predict that such a hybrid will occupy a realized niche that is 

intermediate between its parental species.  Indeed, hybrid occupancy of an intermediate niche has been 

widely demonstrated in both plants (Ott et al., 2015; Marchant et al., 2016) and animals (Heaney & 

Timm, 1985; Otis et al., 2017).  Similarly, obligate parasitism may be viewed as a biotic state.  In this 

instance, the parasite's realized niche must overlap with at least a portion of their hosts' niche (Lira-

Noriega & Peterson, 2014; Lymbery, 2015) to satisfy the requirements of this biotic state, as well include 

abiotic and other more peripheral biotic conditions needed for survival (e.g. Hawkins et al., 1990).   

 This thesis explores the contribution biotic attributes make to the realized niche and how 

interactions among a species' various biotic attributes may manifest in the realized niche.  Herein I use 

both abiotic and biotic factors to characterize the niche of a taxon that realizes dual biotic states 

because it is simultaneously a hybrid and obligate parasite.  Using a framework that identifies niche 

determinants as biotic states, I then assessed i) how each biotic state (hybrid vs. parasite) predicts a 
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realized distribution and ii) identify which realized distribution appears to most fundamentally describe 

actual occurrence of the hybrid-parasite on the landscape.  More broadly, this work extends 

understanding of niche dynamics by quantifying exactly how a niche can be affected by multiple and 

potentially conflicting relationships among simultaneously embodied biotic states.  

Study Species 

  A lineage of all-female salamanders (Genus Ambystoma) native to the Great Lakes Region of 

North America are an ideal focal subject for examining the consequences of conflicting biotic states and 

how they act as niche determinants.  These "unisexual Ambystoma" persist by pilfering sperm from 

males of different syntopic species of Ambystoma—a reproductive mode that is facilitated since sperm 

deposition is external in this Family (Bogart, 2003).  The union of a stolen sperm gamete with a 

unisexual's oocyte instigates zygotic development and the haploid sperm genome is variably 

incorporated (Bogart et al., 1989).  Since unisexual Ambystoma source genes from different host 

species, unisexuals satisfy the definition of a phenotypic hybrid even in spite of their unconventional 

reproductive strategy.  Further, these unisexuals' reproductive dependency on stolen sperm gametes 

renders them an obligate parasite (Bogart 2003; Bogart et al., 2017).  Hence, both their hybrid and 

parasitic ecologies leave unisexual Ambystoma simultaneously embodying dual biotic states (Dawley & 

Bogart, 1989; Bogart, 2003; Bogart et al., 2007), each with apparently elemental yet likely different 

consequences for predicted niche occupancy.  Unisexuals' hybrid state suggests they should occupy a 

niche that is transitional between their parental species.  Conversely, as obligate parasites, it is expected 

that unisexuals will realize a distribution that is entirely contained within the distribution of its host 

species.  Unlike most host-parasite relationships, unisexuals are a direct ecological competitor with their 

host species (Brodman & Krouse, 2007).  Therefore, parasite success is expected to be directly linked 

with niche parameters of the host.  For instance, the parasite may experience fitness reductions in 

highly suitable host habitats since in these habitats the host should be highly competitive and able to 
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wholly eliminate the parasite.  Likewise, the parasite may also experience fitness reductions in habitats 

poorly suited for the host since in these habitats the host should be poorly competitive and likely to be 

extirpated by the parasite.  In this latter scenario involving the extirpation of the host from poor host 

habitats, fitness reductions realized by the parasite would also be extirpation due to the 

overexploitation and elimination of their obligate host (Clanton 1934; see Leung & Angers 2017).  

Therefore, when hosts and parasites are direct ecological competitors, it is expected that stable 

coexistence should occur in moderately suitable host habitats where these risks are moderated.  I 

accentuate that the niche predicted by intermediate conditions as per a hybrid's biotic state is likely 

fundamentally different than the niche predicted by moderately suitable host habitat as per an 

ecologically-competitive host-parasite relationship, and these two potential niches should be 

distinguishable from one another.  While intermediate conditions most likely describe an area where 

distributions of the parental species overlap, moderately suitable host habitat could describe almost any 

area depending on how the habitat suitabilities of the host are distributed across the landscape. 

Thesis Goals 

 Unisexual Ambystoma operate in a hybrid state and engage in competition with their syntopic 

reproductive host species.  Hence, I built two environmental niche models for unisexual Ambystoma: a 

"hybrid" model that used environmental predictors, and a "parasite" model that used host habitat 

suitability predictors.  Using these as tools, I asked: 

 (i)  What are the overall abiotic and biotic characteristics of the unisexual niche and their 

 parental/host species?  Which of these characteristics are instrumental in defining the 

 boundaries of the realized niche for each species? 

 (ii) Does the hybrid unisexual model demonstrate support for the intermediate niche 

 hypothesis?  
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 (iii) Does the parasite unisexual niche conform to expectations when a parasite engages in 

 ecologically competitive interactions with its host? 

 (iv)  Which of these two apparent niches (hybrid versus parasite) is most closely realized by 

 unisexuals?  

 These niche models describe unisexual Ambystoma as well two bisexual Ambystoma species (A. 

laterale and A. jeffersonianum) which represent both the parental forms and reproductive hosts of 

unisexuals.  I predicted that: 

 (1) The "hybrid" unisexual niche would conform to the intermediate niche hypothesis by 

 reflecting a higher degree of niche overlap with A. laterale and with A. jeffersonianum than the 

 latter two species would to each other. 

 (2) The "parasite" unisexual niche would reflect an ecologically-competitive host-parasite 

 scenario.  More specifically, unisexuals should be most successful in moderately  suitable host 

 habitat where they could mediate the risks associated with engaging in an ecologically 

 competitive relationship with their obligate reproductive hosts. 

 Support for the hybrid prediction (1) would reveal the ability of evolutionary divergence of 

parental species to act as a niche determinant, while support for the parasite prediction (2) would speak 

to contemporary dynamics of host-parasite interactions acting as a niche determinant.  I anticipated the 

biotic state of parasitism would be a heavily or completely dominant niche determinant since this aspect 

of life history appears more closely linked to risks of extirpation than the hybrid phenotype.  Hence, I 

also predicted that: 

 (3)  The distribution generated by the parasite model would be more successful at describing 

 unisexual occurrence than the distribution generated by the hybrid model. 
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 Lastly, and most broadly, I seek to provide empirical observations that will bolster ecologists' 

understanding of how a species may be distributed on the landscape while constrained by apparently 

elemental, yet fundamentally different and potentially clashing niche determinants driven by 

simultaneously embodied biotic states. 
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Chapter Two: Complex niche determinants in terrestrial salamanders: Does hybridism or reproductive 

parasitism explain large-scale patterns of distribution?     

Introduction 

 Understanding the factors governing species' distributions remains a challenge because relevant 

biotic and abiotic niche determinants can be difficult to identify, quantify, and interpret (Nakazawa, 

2013).  In addition, species niches may vary through space and time (e.g., Svensson, 1992) and such 

variation can be influenced by factors like seasonality (e.g., Cutting et al., 2016), population structure 

(e.g., O'Connor et al., 2014), or conspecific density (e.g., Kie & Bowyer, 1999).  Yet, despite this 

recognized complexity, in-depth assessments of multi-dimensional niche determinants remain in early 

stages, partly because it is unclear how different biotic and abiotic factors may interact to shape 

patterns of occupancy and distribution (Kelt et al., 2004).  Further, there is only a rudimentary 

understanding of the extent that a realized niche reflects the organism’s potentially conflicting 

relationship with other organisms in the ecosystem (Araujo & Rozenfeld, 2014).  Accordingly, when 

assessing a species' realized niche it is important to consider abiotic and biotic determinants, and how 

these determinants influence the organism's biotic role in the ecosystem (Hargreaves et al., 2014).  

 Niche determinants are normally assessed by considering patterns of occupancy across a 

heterogeneous landscape.  For example, the intermediate niche hypothesis (Anderson, 1948; Heaney & 

Timm, 1985) predicts that a hybrid organism should occupy niche space that is transitional between its 

two parental species (e.g., Otis et al., 2017). Accordingly, our understanding of the hybrid's niche may be 

most effectively studied by examining niche parameters of its progenitors, since these attributes should 

fundamentally drive hybrid niche requirements. Likewise, according to basic tenets of host-parasite 

theory (Filz & Schmitt, 2015; Lymbery, 2015; Poulin, 2006), obligate parasites should occupy niches that 

are entirely contained within the host distribution; this prediction is supported across a variety of host-
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parasite systems (e.g., Feldman et al., 2017). It follows that evaluating niche dynamics for an organism 

that is both a hybrid and parasite must recognize these two dimensions and assess how they translate 

into niche determinants.  More broadly, such an analysis could reveal how niche determinants, 

specifically those driven by multiple, potentially conflicting biotic attributes (i.e., hybrid vs. parasite), 

may influence the realized niche. 

 One example of a taxon operating under potentially conflicting biotic states is a lineage of all-

female salamanders (Genus Ambystoma) that is native to the Great Lakes Region of North America. 

Sperm prompts egg development in this unisexual lineage (Bogart et al., 1989), and because these 

salamanders can derive genes for their oocytes from males of different species, unisexuals qualify as 

phenotypic hybrids despite their unconventional reproductive mode.  Hence, unisexuals sport 

paternally-derived nuclear genomes of bisexual "parental" species, though unisexuals do not arise from 

interspecific mating events among these bisexual parental species and maintain a unique and ancient 

mitochondrial lineage (Bogart, 2003; Bogart et al., 2007).  Unisexual Ambystoma also function as 

obligate reproductive parasites (Bogart 2003; Bogart et al., 2017), meaning that their distribution is 

necessarily constrained to that of their hosts.  This ecological scenario forms the basis of a system 

interlacing hybrid and parasite dynamics (see Dawley & Bogart, 1989; Bogart, 2003; Bogart et al., 2007), 

suggesting that unisexuals should occupy a niche that is intermediate to its progenitors and contained 

entirely within the distribution of hosts.  However, in this case the obligate host-parasite system is 

further complicated because unisexuals are also competitors with their host salamanders (see Brodman 

& Krouse, 2007), meaning that the parasite’s niche may be influenced by its capacity to compete with 

hosts. If host habitat suitability is high, unisexuals may not be as competitive as their parental 

counterparts and thus not persist; if host habitat suitability is poor, unisexuals may drive parentals (and 

therefore the parasitic unisexuals themselves) to local extinction (Bogart et al., 2017).  Hence, parasite 

success should be maximized in habitats that are moderately suitable for the host, where unisexuals 
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concurrently mitigate risks of being out-competed by hosts and outcompeting their host. In summary, 

while support for the intermediate niche hypothesis would speak to the power of divergence of parental 

species as a niche determinant, support for a non-linear relationship between unisexual and host habitat 

suitability would reveal the primacy of competition with host species as a niche determinant.  Clearly, 

these fundamentally different niche determinants (i.e., phenotypic hybrid, obligate reproductive 

parasite) could be manifest through conflicting areas of occurrence (e.g., Maher et al., 2010; Lira-

Noriega & Peterson 2014).  Given this potential conflict, a holistic analysis of unisexual niche space 

should consider how these fundamentally different biotic states (i.e., hybrid vs. reproductive 

parasite/competitor) and their constraints simultaneously act as niche determinants.  

 I built environmental niche models (ENMs) for unisexual salamanders and their sperm-

provisioning host species (A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum), to contrast unisexual niche space using a 

hybrid-framework model (environmental predictors) and a parasite-framework model (host suitability 

predictors).  I predicted that: i) The hybrid model would conform to the intermediate niche hypothesis 

by reflecting a higher degree of niche overlap with A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum parentals than 

would the latter two species to each other; and ii) The unisexual niche generated by my parasite model 

would identify regions where host suitability is favorable for unisexual occurrence. Specifically, if 

conditions for unisexuals are optimized where habitat is highly suited for the host (i.e., no apparent risk 

of being outcompeted by the host) or poorly suited for the host (i.e., no apparent risk of outcompeting 

the host), then the relationship between unisexual and host habitat suitability should be: i) linear and 

positive (if no risk of being outcompeted by host), or ii) linear and negative (if no risk of outcompeting 

host), respectively.  Alternatively, moderately-suitable host habitats may increase the parasite's 

competitive ability while simultaneously minimizing risks of being out-competed, leading to a negative 

and quadratic relationship between unisexual vs. host habitat suitability.  I emphasize that intermediate 

conditions predicted for the hybrid model and moderate host conditions predicted for the parasite 
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model are distinguishable because hybrids should be restricted to a distribution that is centered where 

suitability for progenitors overlap, whereas parasites influenced by competition with hosts can realize a 

distribution of nearly any shape depending on host habitat suitability across the landscape.  Lastly, I 

expected host-parasite competition would have a stronger role in fashioning unisexuals' realized niche 

than hybridism due to the high risks of a competitive host-parasite relationship (Cebolla et al., 2017).  

Thus, I predicted that: iii) The parasite model would more effectively describe the unisexual niche than 

the hybrid model. 

Methods 

i)  Study Design 

 My ~6.3 million km2 study area in central North America was identified by creating convex hulls 

around occurrence records for each focal species, and merging these into a single polygon, including a 

100km buffer which covers the entire known geographic distribution of unisexuals and a major portion 

of the A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum distribution (Fig. 1).  Although unisexuals can parasitize genomes 

from three other Ambystoma species, unisexuals containing only genomic complements from A. laterale 

and A. jeffersonianum prevail over most (>95%) of the unisexual range (see COSEWIC, 2016).  Herein I 

focus on niche dynamics among A. laterale, A. jeffersonianum, and unisexuals containing only genetic 

complements of the laterale and jeffersonianum genomes.  The remaining minority of unisexuals, which 

are mostly found on small islands with unusual biotas or in localized regions (e.g. Bogart et al., 1987, 

Bogart et al., 2009), were excluded.  Salamander occurrence records were collected between 1982-2015 

and each animal was sampled to identify its genomic constitution by either species-specific isozymes 

(Bogart 1982), flow cytometry (Lowcock et al., 1991), microsatellites (Ramsden et al., 2006; Bogart et al. 

2007) or genomic in-situ hybridization (Bi & Bogart 2006). 
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 I selected biologically-relevant environmental characteristics to serve as predictors for my 

ENMs, including: i) annual average temperature; ii) annual average precipitation; iii) average 

precipitation in the warmest annual quarter (Hijmans et al., 2005); and iv) topographic heterogeneity 

(Farr et al., 2007).  These variables were selected specifically because they should identify salamander 

preference for heat (i), moisture (ii), summer drought (iii) and soil drainage (iv).  Thus, I expected models 

derived from these predictors to be directly relevant to ectothermic, moist-skinned, pond-breeding, 

fossorial animals (Ryan & Calhoun 2014; Belasen et al., 2013; Petranka 2010). I also included: v) an index 

of terrestrial salamander diversity, which was developed from multiple sources using distribution data 

for the guild of salamanders occupying northeastern North America (Petranka 2010; Pfingsten et al., 

2013; Ontario Nature; New York State Dept. of Env. Cons.; Pennsylvania Amphibian and Reptile Survey; 

Société d'histoire naturelle de la vallée du Saint-Laurent).  Specifically, this diversity index reflects the 

number of terrestrial salamander species (n=26) across the study region and considered community size 

as reflecting local competition and niche restriction.  I deemed this predictor important since 

competition in both adult (Cunningham et al., 2009) and larval salamanders (Semlitsch & Walls, 1993) 

has been demonstrated to be high.  Collinearity between the five predictors was low (< 0.50), allowing 

us to retain each in the modelling exercise. 

ii)  Sampling Location Processing 

  Because my sampling regime covered the ranges of A. laterale, A. jeffersonianum, and 

unisexuals in different ways, I independently addressed sampling bias in each focal species' occurrence 

records to ensure that final models could be effectively compared (see Kramer-Schadt et al., 2013; 

Syfert et al., 2013; Boria et al., 2014).  I used SDMtoolbox (Brown, 2014) to first generate a raster file 

that expressed the principal components of my five stacked predictors, and secondly to transform this 

into a separate raster file depicting regions of predictor heterogeneity.  Occurrences were rarefied using 

a systematic subsampling approach (Fourcade et al., 2014) that paired a critical distance with this 
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heterogeneity layer so that subsampled records were either geographically or environmentally distinct. 

Critical distances for each record was derived by matching average Euclidean nearest-neighbour 

distance.  A. jeffersonianum and unisexual occurrence records averaged 28.2 ± 3.2 km (n=415) and 31.1 

± 1.1 km (n=987), respectively, and were thinned to 30km. Due to fewer samples in the largely 

inaccessible northern portion of my study area where survey efforts were more restricted (Fig. 1), mean 

nearest-neighbour distance for A. laterale was larger than for other focal groups (59.9 ± 3.2 km; n=780).  

Hence, A. laterale occurrences were rarefied to 60km to address spatial bias and avoid overfitting 

(Radosavljevic & Anderson, 2014).  Despite different rarefaction scales being applied to my 3 

salamander groups, both 30km and 60km are relevant scales of data retention since they exceed typical 

movement distance for an individual salamander (see Ryan & Calhoun, 2014; Faccio, 2003). This 

approach rarified occurrence records for A. laterale (9.1% retained), A. jeffersonianum (11.8% retained), 

and unisexuals (12.4% retained).  I note that this level of rarefication (>85% of occurrences) is 

appropriate when point locations are highly clustered and spatially autocorrelated (e.g., see Boria et al. 

2014; Tanner et al., 2017). 

iii)  Model Design 

 I used MaxEnt version 3.3.3 (Phillips et al., 2004) to assess my response/predictor relationships.  

MaxEnt is a presence-only modelling platform and draws "pseudoabsences" from the study area, 

thereby allowing comparison of predictor conditions across occurrence points with the total breadth of 

predictor conditions available. I used the R package "ENMeval" (Muscarella et al., 2014) to assess model 

performance under 35 different combinations of feature class types and regularization multipliers.  I 

selected my final model input-parameter settings from this procedure using Akaike's Information 

Criterion corrected for small sample sizes (AICc).   
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 Each species' model was cross-validated with final models represented as the mean of 10 

replicates.  I developed single models for A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum, and 3 models for unisexuals.  

The first unisexual model used aforementioned predictors and provided a "hybrid" model which allowed 

us to quantify unisexual environmental niche and assess whether that niche conforms to the 

intermediate niche hypothesis.  The second and third unisexual models used habitat suitability of A. 

laterale and A. jeffersonianum as predictors, respectively.  These generated "parasite" models and 

separately quantified unisexual relationship to suitability of host species.  Occurrence records driving 

these two parasite models came from two separate pools: (i) unisexual populations that only exploit A. 

laterale and (ii) unisexual populations that only exploit A. jeffersonianum.  Segregation of occurrence 

records permitted my models to assess each host's role in predicting conditions for unisexuals while 

remaining independent of confounding and ecologically implausible interpretations (e.g., inferring the 

role of a host species' habitat suitability in a population of unisexuals where that particular host species 

is neither present nor exploited).  I used the functions generated by the parasite models to assess 

whether unisexual habitat suitability was maximized at low, moderate, or high host habitat suitability. 

 Because there is a lack of consensus regarding the superior approach for modelling niches at 

range-wide scales (Elith & Leathwick 2009; Tessarolo et al., 2014; Syphard & Franklin 2009), I also used 

the R package "biomod2" (Thuiller et al., 2014) to develop generalized linear models (GLMs) 

characterizing niche determinants of salamanders.  The GLM approach exploits a presence-absence 

framework in contrast to MaxEnt's presence-only perspective.  Since allopatry is documented at >95% of 

sites (n=224) in my study area (Bogart & Klemens 1997; 2008), for the purposes of my analyses I 

assumed that the two-host species had mutually-exclusive distributions.  I also inferred absence of 

unisexual records as the presence of A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum outside the range of its 

reproductive parasite (Fig. 1).  Consensus between these GLMs and my MaxEnt models permitted 

corroboration of results (see Supporting Information).  However, given fundamental differences 
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between presence-only and presence-absence modeling approaches (see Elith et al., 2006), I expected 

limitations to correspondence between the two model types. Correlation between model types were 

consistently >0.70 for each analysis (see Table S1 in Supporting Information). 

 iv)  Response-predictor relationship assessment 

 MaxEnt assesses variable importance by: i) altering coefficients for each predictor and assessing 

change in sensitivity gain ("percent contribution"); and ii) assessing difference in training Area-Under-

the-Curve (AUC) values between the original model and a model with randomly permuted presence and 

pseudoabsence points ("permutation importance") (Phillips et al., 2004).  "biomod2" determines 

variable importance by a shuffling procedure that is conceptually similar to MaxEnt's permutation 

analysis and measures correlation between the AUC statistic of the initial and permuted models (Thuiller 

et al. 2014).  I also used a jacknife process that fits multiple models while systematically removing each 

predictor to assess relative contribution to model utility (e.g. see Groff et al., 2014).  

 I performed Limiting Factor Analyses [LFA] (Elith et al., 2010) to determine the influence of 

different predictors on range limit determinants. I buffered my species-binding polygons by 100km in 

ArcMap (v10.2.2; Esri, 2011) and used this polygon to clip the LFA output.   

v) Niche overlap 

 To test my prediction that the niche of unisexuals would more closely overlap those of its 

parental species than the parentals to one another, I used ENMtools 1.3 (Warren et al., 2010) to 

calculate Schoener's D statistic (see Schoener 1968; Warren et al., 2008); significance was assessed using 

an Identity Test (Warren et al. 2008; 2010), which determines whether niche overlap is significantly 

different than overlap expected from environmental similarities among sampling locations. 

vi)  Model Validation 
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 Unisexuals comprise a subset of the Ambystoma community that they parasitize, and this 

proportion should correspond to factors related to local unisexual fitness. I used genetic identity of 

salamander samples collected at a given location (i.e., breeding pond) to calculate the ratio of unisexuals 

: sperm-hosts, which was considered as an index of environmental suitability for unisexuals. I restricted 

the dataset to specific locations with n≥25 observations (n=44).  I used Spearman's Rank Correlation to 

evaluate model performance by comparing proportional abundance of unisexuals versus predicted 

habitat suitability at a site.  

vii)  Hybrid versus Parasite Niche Determinants 

  I used model selection and AICc to assess whether unisexual occurrence was better described by 

the hybrid vs. parasite model.  To develop a single distribution for unisexuals as parasites, I consolidated 

the separate parasite models.  Since A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum exhibit site-specific allopatry, I 

could not confirm that areas showing overlapping suitability for hosts truly provided additive suitability 

for unisexuals.  Hence, I converted the summed parasite layer to a binary surface which allowed 

straightforward comparison of predicted binary distributions from my hybrid and parasite models.  

Binary surfaces were derived using an equal sensitivity-specificity threshold. 

Results 

i)  Niche determinants and limiting factors 

 My Maxent model revealed that A. laterale is primarily associated with areas of low summer 

precipitation and low-to-moderate salamander diversity (Fig. 2a, Table 1).  High diversity, high annual 

temperatures, high annual precipitation, and moderate roughness are all associated with high A. 

jeffersonianum suitability.  My analyses suggest that summer precipitation is not descriptive of this 

species' niche (Fig. 2b, Table 1).  As hybrids, unisexual habitat was optimized in areas with low summer 
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precipitation and moderate salamander diversity (Fig. 2c, Table 1).  These relationships are highlighted 

by my response curves (Fig. S1) and jacknife analysis (Fig. S2; see Table S2). 

 Limiting Factor Analysis revealed that range edge determinants for A. laterale are low average 

annual temperatures in the north (< -2oC) and high salamander diversity in the south (>12 spp.) (Fig. 3a).  

For A. jeffersonianum, the northern range limit is driven by low average annual temperatures (< 5.5 oC).  

Assessment of southern range edge determinants for A. jeffersonianum was inconclusive (Fig. 3b).  Using 

the hybrid model, I found that the northern unisexual limit was determined by low annual temperature 

(< 1.5oC) whereas southern limit was driven by high annual precipitation (>350mm) and high salamander 

diversity (>12 spp.) (Fig. 3c). There was no evidence that topographic roughness imposed range limits for 

unisexuals.     

iii) Hybrid and parasite models  

 In support of my first prediction, niche overlap was larger between unisexuals and their parental 

species (D = 0.716 ± 0.001 against A. laterale and D = 0.613± 0.002 against A. jeffersonianum) than 

between parental species themselves (D = 0.495 ± 0.001) (see Fig. 4, Table S3).  Identity Tests revealed 

that all niche overlap values differ from the similarity of conditions represented among sampling 

locations (Fig. S3 in Supporting Information).  As expected, when modelled as parasites, unisexual 

habitat was most suitable where host habitat suitability was moderate (Fig. 5; top panels).  

iv) Model Validation 

 Hybrid model validation produced a positive observed-expected relationship between relative 

abundance of unisexuals and predicted habitat suitability (Fig. 4).  Model residuals were not normally 

distributed, however, model validation detected a strong positive relationship (Spearman's Rank 

Correlation: p=0.007, rho=0.403).  Validating the parasite model where A. laterale was the host revealed 

a negative quadratic relationship between proportional abundance and habitat suitability (Fig. 5; Table 
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2). Parasite model validation where A. jeffersonianum was the host showed weak support for positive 

linear and negative quadratic relationships, and comparable performance to the null model (Fig. 5; Table 

2) (see Table S4). 

v)  Hybrid versus Parasite Niche Determinants 

 Overall, I found that the distribution generated by my hybrid model fits unisexual occurrence 

data markedly better than the parasite model (Table 3).  Despite poorer fit for the parasite model, it still 

provided significantly improved fit over its null counterpart (Table 3). 

Discussion  

 I sought to produce ENMs for a taxon where the realized niche could be driven by potentially 

conflicting niche determinants.  Specifically, I assessed unisexual salamander landscape-level niche 

space through a hybrid model (i.e., using environmental predictors) and a parasite model (i.e., using 

host suitability predictors).  As expected under the intermediate niche hypothesis, I identified greater 

overlap between hybrids and their parentals than between parentals themselves, and that unisexuals 

are proportionally more abundant in populations located in areas with environmental conditions that 

were predicted to be more suitable for unisexuals.  The LFA corroborates this by revealing linked range-

limiting factors for unisexuals and syntopic parentals at equivalent range edges.  For example, both 

unisexuals and A. laterale (the more northerly parental/host) share a similar southeastern range edge 

and are largely limited by high salamander diversity (Fig. 3a,c).  Further, at their respective northern 

range-edges, both unisexuals and A. jeffersonianum (the more southerly parental/host) are largely 

limited by low temperatures (Fig. 3b,c).  I also expected unisexual suitability to be maximized where 

habitat is moderately suitable for the host.  Unisexual habitat suitability was maximized in populations 

where A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum realized moderately suitable habitat, although these patterns 

were not fully corroborated using the model validation dataset.  Overall, I found that unisexual 
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occurrence was best predicted by the hybrid rather than parasite model, although these findings should 

not question that unisexual Ambystoma are indeed obligate parasites and broadly limited by host 

distribution (see Bogart 2003; Bogart et al., 2017). Rather, my work illustrates that within the broad 

geographical range limits set by the availability of suitable sperm donors, the hybrid state more strongly 

governs the realized niche than ecological competition among hosts and parasite.  

 The demonstrated support for the intermediate niche hypothesis conforms to prevailing theory 

on hybrid dynamics, underscoring that this concept stands as a sound paradigm for systems with 

reproductive modes that are both conventional (Heaney & Timm, 1985; Otis et al., 2017) and 

unconventional (Costa & Schlupp 2010; Pagano et al., 2001).  While my results support that unisexual 

Ambystoma distribution can be described by considering their hybrid status, there was limited evidence 

that host habitat quality mediates risks of ecological competition with reproductive parasites.  Thus, I 

reject that in the case of unisexual salamander parasites, such a mechanism leads to stable coexistence.  

However, it is notable that molecular data show that unisexual Ambystoma have coexisted with their 

hosts for as long as five million years (Bi & Bogart, 2010), and unisexual Ambystoma may achieve 

coexistence with hosts via relegation to more challenging environments (Cuellar, 1977; e.g. Greenwald 

et al., 2016), thereby lessening competitive interactions.  My study suggests the evidence used to 

corroborate such relegation could be equally well explained by the intermediate niche hypothesis, since 

the niche parameters of A. laterale align with what have been considered challenging conditions for 

unisexuals.  This may point to the hybrid state itself as the mechanism behind successful coexistence of 

ecologically competitive hosts and parasites.  Indeed, habitat or resource partitioning on the basis of an 

intermediate niche imposed by a hybrid state may facilitate persistence for hybrid-parasites and their 

hosts.  For example, Schenck and Vrijenhoek (1989) demonstrate differential occupancy of stream 

microhabitats in a unisexual fish lineage [Genus Poeciliopsis] with similar parasitic dynamics to unisexual 

Ambystoma.  In this instance, habitat partitioning between the host and its hybrid-parasite correspond 
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to different dietary niches.  Further, differentiation in dietary niches of widely-distributed hybrid-

parasite frogs and their coexisting hosts (see Spolsky & Uzzell, 1986; Waelti & Reyer, 2007) also speak to 

the role of hybrid-driven niche partitioning.  Life history comparisons between A. laterale and unisexual 

Ambystoma (Lowcock, 1993) demonstrate differences in breeding phenology, demographics, and 

ontogeny among the hybrid-parasite and its syntopic host.  However, these apparent niche differences 

have not been explicitly connected to coexistence among host and parasite, and may instead be related 

to unisexual Ambystoma's polyploid genome (see Lowcock, 1993; Fankhauser, 1945) rather than their 

hybrid state.  Hence, factors that permit coexistence in this group have yet to be explicitly identified.  I 

emphasize that drivers of coexistence need not be identical to those shaping the actual species 

distribution (the hybrid state), and these unknown drivers of coexistence do not undermine the 

apparent role of the hybrid state in fashioning the realized niche of unisexual Ambystoma. 

 My data show that the intermediate niche hypothesis is a primary explanation for niche 

differentiation in unisexual Ambystoma.  This reinforces that evolutionary divergence of parental forms 

(Williams et al., 2013; Bogart et al., 2007) is a dominant force in shaping unisexual niche space.  

However, I note that other factors may reinforce unisexual Ambystoma's niche dynamics beyond mere 

interspecific genome pairings and intermediate morphology.  For example, unisexual Ambystoma exhibit 

both genome addition (Bogart et al. 1989) and genome purging (Bogart, 2003; Bogart & Bi, 2013), and 

lineages appear to undergo such changes relatively often (Bi et al., 2008).  In theory, regular assimilation 

and purging of genomes from syntopic host species could retain unisexual Ambystoma in a state 

analogous to the F1 condition, which may hinder unisexual Ambystoma from acquiring distinct niche 

characteristics (Beauregard & Angers, 2018; see Ficetola & Stock, 2016).  Alternatively, biotic, rather 

than genetic, factors may reinforce unisexual Ambystoma's hybrid state as a dominant niche 

determinant.  One such factor could be competition, which in terrestrial salamanders can be strong (e.g. 

Cunningham et al., 2009) and could preclude occupancy of potentially exploitable niches outside the 
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intermediate niche.  My study supports this possibility given that unisexual Ambystoma are limited by 

high salamander diversity at the southern range edge where there is the highest terrestrial salamander 

diversity in the world (see Petranka, 2010).  Niche assessments for other hybrid-parasites (e.g. Costa & 

Schlupp, 2010; e.g. Pagano et al., 2001) have not considered aspects of the parasitic-state as a niche 

determinant, nor whether support for the intermediate niche hypothesis is due to genetically-driven 

constraints on the phenotype, biotic factors (i.e., competitors), or various combinations of these.  

Hence, future research into species niche determinants should: i) assess if hybrid state alone is 

responsible for occupancy of an intermediate niche, and, relatedly; ii) in what ways occupancy of the 

intermediate niche is reinforced by factors in addition to the hybrid state itself, such as genetic 

consequences of the reproductive mode or constraints imposed by sympatric competitors.  Collectively, 

answers to these questions will bolster our understanding of how taxa operate on the landscape as 

hybrids and parasites, and more generally, will contribute to understanding how biotic attributes act as 

niche determinants when species have multiple, complex biotic roles in the ecosystem. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Predictor-importance for presence-only models [MaxEnt] for Ambystoma laterale, A. 

jeffersonianum, and unisexuals (hybrid model). 

A. laterale mean % contribution (SE) mean permutation importance (SE) 

annual P 5.1 (0.87) 12.6 (1.66) 

annual T 3.2 (0.74) 15.1 (2.17) 

diversity 43.9 (2.06) 29.3 (1.62) 

roughness 6.3 (0.87) 7.6 (1.35) 

summer P 41.5 (2.29) 35.5 (2.97) 

A. jeffersonianum   

annual P 0.1 (0.03) 0.6 (0.17) 

annual T 35.3 (1.47) 79.9 (0.64) 

diversity 48.4 (1.91) 0.1 (0.06) 

roughness 12.1 (0.76) 13.9 (0.66) 

summer P 4.12 (0.29) 5.48 (0.33) 

Unisexualhybrid   

annual P 8.9 (0.73) 1.4 (0.39) 

annual T 15.1 (0.89) 18.1 (1.86) 

diversity 10.5 (0.63) 28.2 (2.14) 

roughness 2.9 (0.25) 1.7 (0.37) 

summer P 62.5 (0.54) 50.7 (1.52) 
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Table 2: Linear, quadratic, and null model fits of proportional abundance data with predicted suitability 

values for presence-only models [MaxEnt]. 

 Model Adjusted R2 p AICc 

proportion population 
unisexual in A. laterale 

systems 

Quadratic 0.27 0.004 0 

Linear 0.14 0.02 3.45 

Null - - 7.06 

proportion population 
unisexual in A. jeffersonianum 

systems 

Null - - 0 

Linear 0.07 0.64 3.4 

Quadratic 0.06 0.3 5.19 

 

Table 3: Hybrid-generated unisexual distribution, parasite-generated unisexual distribution, and null 

distribution model fits of unisexual occurrence data.  

 Number of 
occurrence 

points 

Log likelihood Number of 
parameters 

Δ AICc Model 
Weight 

Hybrid 114 -1683.53 2 0.00 1.00  

Parasite 114 -1711.96 2 56.87 0.00 

Null 114 -1760.118 1 151.24 0.00 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1: Unrarefied occurrence records and minimum convex polygons for A. laterale (blue), A. 

jeffersonianum (red) and unisexual Ambystoma (purple), in central North America.  Unisexual parasites 

are ubiquitous within their minimum convex hull.  
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Figure 2:  Predicted distributions of suitable habitat generated by MaxEnt for a) A. laterale, b) A. 

jeffersonianum), c) unisexuals as hybrids, and d) unisexuals as parasites.  My parasite model (d) is shown 

as a binary surface since it was not ecologically meaningful in a continuous form (see Methods).  

Warmer colours represent higher suitability.  Colour values are relative and not directly comparable 

among species.  Maps are generated using MaxEnt's logistic transformation (Phillips, Dudik, & Shapire, 

2004). 
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Figure 3:  Limiting Factor Analysis results using MaxEnt-driven habitat suitability models for a) A. 

laterale, b) A. jeffersonianum, and c) unisexuals as hybrids.  Entire niche maps are depicted in black-and-

white, and coloured areas represent limiting factors in a 200km-wide area buffering each species' 

minimum convex hull.  
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Figure 4:  Hybrid model validation relating predicted habitat suitability (pixel values) against the 

observed proportion that unisexuals comprised of a salamander population in that same spatially 

explicit pixel. Red line represents locally weighted regression.  See Table S6 in Supporting Information 

for raw data. 
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Figure 5:  MaxEnt parasite model response curves relating habitat suitability of unisexuals to habitat 

suitability of A. laterale (a) and A. jeffersonianum (b).  Raw data representing proportion of local 

salamander populations that are unisexuals is represented by points in panels C-D; data are available in 

Table S6 and S7 in Supporting Information.  Red lines represent predicted negative quadratic 

relationships between niche determinants and habitat suitability, and blue regions represent level of 

uncertainty, as calculated by MaxEnt.  
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Chapter Three: General Discussion 

 At the outset, I established that the general aim of this thesis was to identify niche 

characteristics of a group of reproductively unconventional salamanders.  More specifically, I outlined 

how these salamanders' reproductive mode resulted in a simultaneous embodiment of two biotic 

states.  Indeed, unisexual Ambystoma operate in a hybrid state and are obligate parasites, and as niche 

determinants these two biotic states appear to predict different distributions. 

 To begin, I asked about the overall abiotic and biotic niche characteristics of unisexual 

Ambystoma and their parental/host species A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum, and which of these 

characteristics were instrumental in defining boundaries of their respective distributions.  My results 

demonstrate that annual average temperature and terrestrial salamander diversity were particularly 

descriptive of these salamanders' distributions and are key landscape features in fashioning range 

edges.  Further, I expected that unisexual Ambystoma's hybrid state could lead their distribution to 

conform to the intermediate niche hypothesis.  I assessed this using a hybrid model (environmental 

predictors) and found support that unisexual Ambystoma's realized niche is transitional between 

parental species A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum.  The Ambystoma system is not only governed by 

hybridism but also by a host-parasite dynamic that results in ecological competition among hosts and 

parasite.  It follows that unisexual Ambystoma's parasitic state should be expressed as a realized niche 

that is comprised of landscapes that are moderately suitable for their hosts; such landscapes should 

maintain host presence while limiting competition with parasitic Ambystoma.  I assessed this using a 

parasite model (host habitat suitability predictors) but did not detect robust support that unisexual 

Ambystoma's niche conforms to this expectation.  Hence, although both hybridism and ecologically-

competitive host-parasitism are simultaneously embodied biotic states in unisexual Ambystoma, based 

on my results I only invoke support for the hybrid state leading to landscape-scale consequences for the 

realized niche.  While I was correct in expecting that one of these biotic states (hybrid versus parasite) 
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would appear as a dominant niche determinant over the other, I incorrectly predicted that competitive 

dynamics among hosts and parasite would have greater consequences for niche occupancy.  My results 

clearly demonstrate that the hybrid state carries greater importance for fashioning the distribution of 

unisexual Ambystoma.  This last prediction was founded in the concept that competitive host-parasite 

interactions would confer more powerful niche-determining consequences (i.e., extirpation) than would 

a hybrid phenotype.  Instead, my results suggest that the phenotypic effects imposed by hybridism have 

more fundamental influence on the realized niche than the biotic interaction of competition among 

hosts and parasite. 

 Certain questions arise after considering my results.  First, it remains unclear if the realized 

niche of other unisexual taxa (Vrijenhoek et al., 1989) that also simultaneously embody a hybrid and 

parasitic state is derived largely or wholly by hybridism, rather than via ecologically competitive host-

parasitism.  Hybridism has been documented to be a meaningful force in other unisexual systems, 

although these studies largely emphasize dietary niches (Schenck & Vrijenhoek, 1989; Waelti & Reyer, 

2007), not landscape-scale distributions.  No other study on unisexuals has tested the influence of host 

habitat mediating the risks of an ecologically-competitive host-parasite dynamic.  Second, it is unclear 

precisely what reinforces a hybrid to occupy a niche that is intermediate to its parental species.  It may 

be that environments that are transitional between those that are suitable for parental species promote 

the success of an organism with intermediate genetic structure and morphology.  This has been 

suggested for many taxa including songbirds (Pongracz et al., 2017) and bears (Bennet et al., 2017).  

However, a hybrid's occupancy of the intermediate niche could also be explained by dispersal 

constraints applied by competitors occupying all other neighboring and exploitable niches.  Such a 

concept has been demonstrated to have merit in grassland plants (Harpole & Suding, 2011) and 

songbirds (Reif et al., 2018).  Lastly, aspects of an unconventional reproductive system may constrain 

hybrids from accruing adaptations that would permit them to extend their occupancy outside the realm 
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of conditions they are adapted to in the F1 condition, as could be the case with unisexual Ambystoma 

(see Bogart, 2003; Bi et al., 2008).  Indeed, hybrid lineages that introgress with parental lineages obtain 

adaptations that may confer success outside of the area of overlap (see Lexer & Stolting, 2011), and 

apomictic lineages that cannot introgress with parentals experience niche restrictions (e.g., Mau et al., 

2015).  There is more to be studied in the realm of unisexual niche dynamics, which more broadly may 

shed light on what reinforces hybrid dynamics overall. 

Methodological Contribution 

 An abiotic-centric approach has long been a criticism of studies on the ecological niche 

(Vandermeer, 1972; e.g. Chunco et al., 2012), and this sentiment is especially relevant in contemporary 

ecology since easily-accessible climate data are solely what drive most environmental niche models (e.g. 

Phipps et al., 2017; see Searcy & Shaffer, 2016).  My models directly incorporate a biotic element via the 

terrestrial salamander diversity predictor, which provide these models with a holistic, and hence more 

accurate, representation of the niches of my focal subjects.  More generally, the nature of my study 

itself further underscores the importance of considering the role of biotic interactions in fashioning the 

realized niche.  Another criticism of ecological niche models in general is that the possibility of spurious 

response-predictor relationships is rarely addressed (Fourcade et al.,  2018), and by extension there 

should be robust a priori reasons for selecting environmental predictors (Elith & Leathwick, 2009) and 

post hoc validation of the model (Fieberg et al., 2018).  My study addresses the first criticism by 

including specific environmental predictors that should be directly relevant to ectothermic, moist-

skinned, drought-sensitive pond-breeding, fossorial focal subjects like Ambystoma (see Petranka, 2010).  

My study also addresses the second criticism by executing a validation exercise relating a proxy for 

unisexual success (relative abundance) against predicted habitat suitability values.  More broadly, my 

work exemplifies a robust approach for studying landscape-scale distributions that considers ecologically 
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relevant biotic and abiotic niche determinants, and corroborates response-predictor relationships 

through model validation.  

 A particular strength of this study was the inclusion of the rarely-used Limiting Factor Analysis 

(Elith et al., 2010).  This analysis added to my niche overlap assessments by quantifying our focal 

subjects' tolerances to a continuum of environmental conditions (i.e., different annual average 

temperatures forming northern range edges for A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum, and unisexuals with 

intermediate tolerance).   Another unique element of this study was considering biotic states, rather 

than resources, as niche determinants.  This approach quantified my focal subject's biotic states as 

determinants of their distribution, rather than a mere suite of resources.  Importantly, treating the 

biotic states of hybridism and ecologically-competitive host-parasite dynamics discretely offered insight 

in to how each biotic role may independently derive a realized niche.  Lastly and more practically, my 

work is the first instance of post hoc validation of an environmental niche model demonstrating support 

for the intermediate niche hypothesis (Anderson, 1948), underscoring its relevance and our ability as 

ecologists to detect and quantify this phenomenon. These contributions should serve to showcase new 

applications and facilitate progress in this realm of ecology. 

Scientific Significance & Future Directions 

 In the General Introduction, I pointed out that it is not clear if niche determinants may undergo 

additive or synergistic interactions while deriving the realized niche (see Hoogenboom & Connolly, 

2009).  Hence, since the basics of these interactions are not clear, neither are any broad-scale patterns 

that could be developed into theory (see Latombe et al., 2015; Fitzgerald et al., 2017).  My work begins 

to address this uncertainty by comparing projections of a realized niche driven by discrete models 

reflecting two different niche determinants.  The true realized niche of unisexual Ambystoma is far 

better described, or even wholly affirmed, by the hybrid state rather than competitive dynamics among 
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hosts and parasite.  Despite that parasitism is clearly a fundamental component of unisexual 

Ambystoma life history (Bogart et al., 2017), and prevailing understanding of host-parasite theory 

suggests obligate parasitism on an ecological competitor should have detectable consequences for niche 

occupancy (Lymbery, 2015), such a consequence imposed by this apparently fundamental niche 

determinant was not detected in my study.  More generally, in this instance the niche determinant 

directly related to the phenotype (hybrid state) predicted a distribution that was more closely realized 

than the distribution predicted by a niche determinant directly related to a biotic interaction (parasitic 

state).  Such a phenotype-vs.-biotic state paradigm could provide a starting point for developing theory 

on how apparently antagonistic niche determinants interact (see Nakazawa, 2013).  Notably, genetic 

drift, the founder effect, and natural selection all lead to phenotypic consequences, each with 

predictable outcomes for the realized niche. For example, genetic drift is expected to have 

consequences for a population's phenotype (Orr, 1998), and it may be that the realized niche of a 

drifted population would shrink to a subset of the realized niche of its former population.  More 

specifically, this subset would depend on which genes remain after the drift event.  Similarly, the 

founder effect (see Provine, 2004) is expected to have consequences for a population's phenotype by 

limiting phenotypic diversity (e.g., Aherne et al., 2009), naturally leading to the prediction that the 

realized niche will shrink to a subset of the initial population's realized niche.  Lastly, natural selection 

alters a population's phenotype (e.g., Boege, 2010) and can lead to consequences for the realized niche.  

Under stable selective pressures the realized niche should be reinforced and not change (e.g., Luo et al., 

2014) while directional selection should shift the realized niche to reflect initial versus current selection 

pressures (e.g., Rolhauser & Pucheta, 2017).  Whereas I have treated hybridism as a niche determinant 

with direct consequences for the phenotype of my focal subjects, any of the aforementioned forces 

could be considered in a similar regard.  In contrast with hybridism and its phenotypic consequences, I 

considered obligate reproductive parasitism as an apparently fundamental biotic interaction.  However, 
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myriad other biotic states lead to analogous interactions, and importantly, like obligate parasitism these 

other biotic states have predictable outcomes for the realized niche.  In addition to host-parasite 

systems are specialist predator-prey systems (Elton & Nicholson, 1942), where the realized niche of the 

predator is expected to be largely contained within at least part of the realized niche of its prey 

(Worischka et al., 2012).  Similarly, specialist herbivore-food plant systems predict the herbivore should 

completely reside within at least some of its host-plant's realized niche (Petrak et al., 1991).  Likewise, 

obligate nectaring-pollinator dynamics predict syntopic realized niches (Ollerton et al., 2007), while the 

expectation for the realized niches for complete competitors is allopatry (see Peers et al., 2013).  Other 

sorts of biotic interactions, such as fungal-algal symbioses (Hom & Murray, 2014), likely have 

consequences for the realized niche that are more difficult to forecast.  In summary, my work on 

unisexual Ambystoma helps establish a paradigm and method for comparing how the drivers of 

phenotype (genetic drift, founder effect, natural selection, hybridism) affect the realized niche, and how 

these effects can be compared to consequences for the realized niche predicted by biotic interactions 

such as predation, parasitism, mutualism, competition, and symbioses.  Explicit comparison of the 

different predicted realized niches compared to actual occurrence data in taxa that simultaneously 

embody apparently clashing consequences will strengthen our understanding of niche determinants and 

their relative power. 
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Supporting Information 

 

Figure S1:  Response curves generated by MaxEnt for my three focal species.  The y-axis reflects a transformed output of MaxEnt's raw 

interpretation taken to represent habitat suitability.  The x-axis depicts the spectrum of the predictor.  For A. laterale and A. jeffersonianum, 

from left to right: annual average temperature, annual average precipitation, summer precipitation, topographic roughness, and terrestrial 

salamander diversity.   
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Figure S2:  Results of jackknife procedure whereby the model's training performance is assessed with, 

without, and only with a given predictor.  A. laterale [top], A. jeffersonianum [middle], and unisexual 

[bottom].  [div=crude salamander diversity, sabio1=annual temperature, sabio12=annual precipitation, 

sabio18=summer precipitation, elevhetero=topographic roughness].  Note differences in x-axis scales. 
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Figure S3:  Identity Test results on niche overlap between A. laterale and 

A. jeffersonianum [top], A. laterale and unisexuals [middle], and A. 

jeffersonianum and unisexuals [bottom].  Gray bars indicate the 

distribution of niche overlap generated by 100 Schoener's D calculations 

from occurrence records of the two species using randomized identities.  

The red bar conveys the true Schoener's D calculation.  Red bars that fall 

outside 95% of the distribution suggest statistically different use of niche 

space. 

 An Identity Test pools the occurrence records of the two species 

being compared and randomizes each point's identity.  This creates two 

groups that carry the designations of each focal species but sport a 

random blend of the two species' occurrence points.  Next, niche overlap 

is calculated between these two "pseudospecies".  I ran 100 of these 

pseduospecies niche overlap calculations for each of my focal 

comparisons.  If the true niche overlap values of my focal species did not 

fall in the outer 95% of the distribution generated by my 100 

pseduospecies niche overlap values, then the two focal species being 

compared do not exhibit significant niche differentiation based on the 

occurrence points used to drive the ENM (Warren, Glor, & Turreli, 2008).  

All true niche overlap values fall beyond the outer 95% of the generated 

distribution. 

 

Warren D.L., Glor R.E., and M. Turelli.  (2008).  Environmental niche 

equivalency versus conservatism: quantitative approaches to niche 

evolution.  Evolution, 62, 2868-83. 
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Table S1:  Pearson's Correlation Coefficients between MaxEnt (presence-only) and GLM (presence-

absence) output maps. 

A. laterale A. jeffersonianum Unisexualhybrid Unisexualparasite 

0.738 0.893 0.930 0.920 

 

Table S2: Predictor-importance for presence-absence models [GLMs] for Ambystoma laterale, A. 

jeffersonianum, and unisexuals (hybrid model). 

  GLM 

A. laterale mean importance (SE)  

annual P 0.25 (0.03)  

annual T 0.26 (0.08)  

diversity 0.05 (0.01)  

roughness 0.34 (0.04)  

summer P 0.10 (0.03)  

A. jeffersonianum   

annual P 0.51 (0.05)  

annual T 0.23 (0.04)  

diversity 0.10 (0.01)  

roughness 0.09 (0.01)  

summer P 0.07 (0.02)  

Unisexualhybrid   

annual P 0.33 (0.02)  

annual T 0.14 (0.04)  

diversity 0.26 (0.03)  

roughness 0.01 (0.00)  

summer P 0.25 (0.03)  
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Table S3:  Mean Schoener's D values of pairwise niche overlap between Ambystoma laterale, A. 
jeffersonianum, and unisexuals using habitat suitability maps generated using GLMs.  Schoener's D 
ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates no niche overlap and 1 suggests identical use of niche space.     

 laterale vs 

jeffersonianum 

(SE) 

laterale vs 

unisexualhybrid 

(SE) 

jeffersonianum 

vs unisexualhybrid 

(SE) 

GLM 0.440 (0.005) 0.695 (0.005)  0.665 (0.004) 

 

Table S4:  Linear, quadratic, and null model fits of proportional abundance data with predicted 
suitability values for presence-absence models [GLMs]. 

 

 Model Adjusted R2 p Delta_AICc 

Proportion population 
unisexual in A. laterale 
systems vs. predicted 

unisexual habitat 
suitability value 

MaxEnt    

Quadratic 0.27 0.004 0 

Linear 0.14 0.02 3.45 

Null - - 7.06 

GLM    

Quadratic 0.37 0.0003 0 

Linear 0.34 0.0003 0.23 

Null - - 12.31 

Proportion population 
unisexual in 

A. jeffersonianum systems 
vs. predicted unisexual 
habitat suitability value 

MaxEnt    

Null - - 0 

Linear 0.07 0.64 3.4 

Quadratic 0.06 0.3 5.19 

GLM    

Null - - 0 

Linear 0.07 0.59 3.3 

Quadratic 0.03 0.48 6.41 

 

Table S5:  Raw data used to validate hybrid models.  "Proportion unisexual" refers to the degree to 

which the total population of salamander individuals (unisexuals + sperm donor species) was comprised 

of unisexual individuals.  The two rightmost columns reflect my models' predicted suitability values for 

the pixel each populations falls within.  Latitude and longitude coordinates have been redacted for 

publication because of the sensitive habitats of these at-risk focal subjects. 
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Table S5:  Raw data used to validate hybrid models.  "Proportion unisexual" refers to the degree to which the total population of salamander 

individuals (unisexuals + sperm donor species) was comprised of unisexual individuals.  The two rightmost columns reflect my models' predicted 

suitability values for the pixel each populations falls within.  Latitude and longitude coordinates have been redacted for publication because of 

the sensitive habitats of these at-risk focal subjects. 

Locale System-dependence n Proportion Unisexual MaxEnt Hybrid GLM Hybrid 

Jasper County, Indiana laterale 29 0.00 0.26 0.39 

Jasper County, Indiana laterale 48 0.00 0.26 0.39 

Porter County, Indiana laterale 43 0.00 0.42 0.54 

Thunder Bay District, Ontario laterale 39 0.00 0.25 0.15 

Cochrane District, Ontario laterale 34 0.00 0.19 0.13 

Washtenaw County, 
Michigan 

laterale & jeffersonianum 37 0.04 0.41 0.55 

Jasper County, Indiana laterale 48 0.26 0.30 0.45 

Niagara County, Ontario laterale 66 0.28 0.55 0.63 

Nipissing District, Ontario laterale 54 0.33 0.38 0.38 

Norfolk County, Ontario laterale & jeffersonianum 81 0.42 0.49 0.63 

Nipissing District, Ontario laterale 42 0.43 0.38 0.36 

Waterloo Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 329 0.51 0.45 0.60 

Bas-Saint-Laurent, Québec laterale 35 0.66 0.43 0.51 

Halton Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 30 0.68 0.52 0.64 

Hamilton-Wentworth, 
Ontario 

laterale & jeffersonianum 37 0.70 0.42 0.55 

Wabash County, Indiana jeffersonianum 24 0.71 0.32 0.51 

Haliburton County, Ontario laterale 74 0.73 0.49 0.62 

Haliburton County, Ontario laterale 710 0.73 0.42 0.48 

Haliburton County, Ontario laterale 50 0.80 0.43 0.51 

Niagara County, Ontario jeffersonianum 40 0.81 0.51 0.63 

Isabella County, Michigan laterale 37 0.81 0.49 0.61 

Barry County, Michigan laterale 33 0.88 0.46 0.62 

Waterloo Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 34 0.88 0.43 0.58 
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Maine laterale 45 0.89 0.46 0.57 

Hamilton-Wentworth, 
Ontario 

laterale & jeffersonianum 175 0.90 0.53 0.63 

Wellington County, Ontario laterale 140 0.91 0.50 0.63 

Waterloo Region, Ontario laterale 31 0.91 0.43 0.59 

Thompkins County, New York jeffersonianum 104 0.91 0.39 0.57 

Waterloo Region, Ontario laterale 136 0.92 0.42 0.57 

Halton Region, Ontario laterale & jeffersonianum 70 0.93 0.49 0.63 

Cass County, Michigan laterale 37 0.94 0.37 0.56 

Halton Region, Ontario laterale & jeffersonianum 64 0.95 0.55 0.63 

Halton Region, Ontario laterale & jeffersonianum 115 0.96 0.42 0.58 

Maine laterale 58 0.97 0.48 0.61 

Maine laterale 32 0.97 0.46 0.58 

Halton Region, Ontario laterale & jeffersonianum 75 0.97 0.46 0.62 

Carleton County, Ontario laterale 36 0.97 0.42 0.57 

Windham County, 
Connecticut 

laterale 166 0.97 0.36 0.56 

Halton Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 36 0.99 0.48 0.62 

Maine laterale 81 0.99 0.48 0.61 

Cass County, Michigan laterale 34 1.00 0.38 0.57 

Cass County, Michigan laterale 34 1.00 0.46 0.62 

Niagara County, Ontario laterale 39 1.00 0.51 0.64 

Waterloo Region, Ontario laterale 106 1.00 0.43 0.59 
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Table S6:  Raw data used to validate A. laterale parasite models.  "Proportion unisexual" refers to the degree to which the total population of 

salamander individuals (unisexuals + sperm donor species) was comprised of unisexual individuals.  The two rightmost columns reflect my 

models' predicted suitability values for the pixel within each populations falls. 

 

Locale System-
dependence 

n 
Proportion 
Unisexual 

MaxEnt A. laterale 
suitability 

GLM A. laterale 
suitability 

Waterloo Region, Ontario laterale 25 0.12 0.26 0.34 

Wellington County, Ontario laterale 25 0.96 0.25 0.35 

Niagara Region, Ontario laterale 27 0.44 0.22 0.35 

Nipissing District, Ontario laterale 27 0.78 0.23 0.31 

Wellington County, Ontario laterale 28 0.29 0.25 0.35 

Jasper County, Indiana laterale 29 0.00 0.19 0.22 

Waterloo Region, Ontario laterale 31 0.91 0.25 0.34 

Maine laterale 32 0.97 0.26 0.36 

Barry County, Michigan laterale 33 0.88 0.25 0.34 

Cass County, Michigan laterale 34 1.00 0.22 0.28 

Cass County, Michigan laterale 34 1.00 0.24 0.32 

Cochrane District, Ontario laterale 34 0.00 0.24 0.25 

Bas-Saint-Laurent, Québec laterale 35 0.66 0.25 0.33 
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Carleton County, Ontario laterale 36 0.97 0.25 0.33 

Cass County, Michigan laterale 37 0.94 0.22 0.27 

Niagara County, Ontario laterale 39 1.00 0.25 0.36 

Thunder Bay District, Ontario laterale 39 0.00 0.25 0.26 

Nipissing District, Ontario laterale 42 0.43 0.23 0.32 

Porter County, Indiana laterale 43 0.00 0.20 0.22 

Maine laterale 45 0.89 0.26 0.36 

Jasper County, Indiana laterale 48 0.00 0.19 0.22 

Jasper County, Indiana laterale 48 0.26 0.21 0.24 

Haliburton County, Ontario laterale 50 0.80 0.25 0.33 

Nipissing District, Ontario laterale 54 0.33 0.23 0.31 

Maine laterale 58 0.97 0.26 0.36 

Niagara County, Ontario laterale 66 0.28 0.29 0.35 

Maine laterale 81 0.99 0.26 0.36 

Waterloo Region, Ontario laterale 106 1.00 0.26 0.34 

Waterloo Region, Ontario laterale 136 0.92 0.25 0.34 

Wellington County, Ontario laterale 140 0.91 0.28 0.34 
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Windham County, 
Connecticut 

laterale 166 0.97 0.22 0.27 

Haliburton County, Ontario laterale 710 0.73 0.25 0.34 
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Table S7:  Raw data used to validate A. jeffersonianum parasite models.  "Proportion unisexual" refers to the degree to which the total 

population of salamander individuals (unisexuals + sperm donor species) was comprised of unisexual individuals.  The two rightmost columns 

reflect my models' predicted suitability values for the pixel each populations falls within. Latitude and longitude coordinates have been redacted 

for publication because of the sensitive habitats of these at-risk focal subjects. 

Locale System-
dependence 

n Proportion 
Unisexual 

MaxEnt  
A. jeffersonianum 

suitability 

GLM  
A. jeffersonianum  

suitability 

Wabash County, Indiana jeffersonianum 24 0.71 0.46 0.57 

Halton Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 24 0.96 0.38 0.59 

Halton Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 24 1.00 0.45 0.64 

Hamilton-Wentworth, Ontario jeffersonianum 24 1.00 0.64 0.78 

Niagara Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 27 0.74 0.74 0.81 

York Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 27 1.00 0.44 0.65 

Halton Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 30 0.68 0.44 0.72 

Waterloo Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 34 0.88 0.31 0.46 

Halton Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 36 0.99 0.53 0.70 

Niagara County, Ontario jeffersonianum 40 0.81 0.62 0.76 

Thompkins County, New York jeffersonianum 104 0.91 0.38 0.51 

Waterloo Region, Ontario jeffersonianum 329 0.51 0.30 0.49 

 

 

 


